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If you love history and museums, Baltimore has plenty to offer. The city’s history is largely centered on its role as a seaport. Fort McHenry, the birthplace of our national anthem, sits at the mouth of the city’s Inner Harbor. This harbor district is home to upscale crab shacks, the Civil War-era warship USS Constellation, and the National Aquarium.




Reginald F. Lewis Museum
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If you’re looking for a place to go to learn more about the African-American history of Maryland, consider the Reginald F. Lewis Museum. This museum has a wealth of resources for African-Americans living in Maryland. It features artifacts, history, and culture.




The museum is affiliated with the Smithsonian Institution and opened in 2005. It is named for its founder, Reginald F. Lewis, who built a billion-dollar company and was listed among the 400 richest Americans in 1993. His net worth is estimated at $400 million. The museum is home to many permanent exhibitions, including “Strength of the Mind” and “Lines Connect.” Other facilities include an oral history recording studio, special exhibition gallery, classroom, resource center, and theater auditorium seating 200 people.




Sports Legends Museum
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In the historic 1856 Camden Station, the Sports Legends Museum in Baltimore offers visitors a unique opportunity to view memorabilia of some of Baltimore’s most recognizable sports figures. The museum showcases items from many of Baltimore’s most famous teams, including the beloved Baltimore Colts. The exhibit also features items from the Baltimore Elite Giants, a prominent team in the Negro League. The museum also honors the late Orioles manager Earl Weaver.




There is even a replica of the Vince Lombardi Trophy, which was won by the Baltimore Colts in Super Bowl V. In 1972, Carroll Rosenbloom traded the Colts to the Los Angeles Rams, but the original trophy remained in Baltimore. This replica of the trophy was later placed in the Sports Legends Museum.




Graffiti Warehouse
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The Graffiti Warehouse in Baltimore is an art gallery located in a 14,000 square foot warehouse. It is in the Baltimore Arts District, across from the Maryland Institute College of Art, and next to The Motor House. The gallery features an excellent collection of contemporary works by local artists. It is free to visit and is a great place to meet local artists and learn about new art forms.




This expansive art gallery offers visitors the opportunity to take in the work of street artists and see their works up close. It also offers a rental space for those interested in obtaining eye-catching backgrounds for their photographs and videos. The warehouse also supports local street artists and offers them a place to sell their work.
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If you are planning a party with friends or a large group of people, then you can choose to get a party bus rental Baltimore. A party bus rental will allow you to move from place to place in comfort. Whether it is a birthday party or a hen or stag night, a Baltimore party bus rental will make your experience memorable.




Uptown Bus




If you’re planning a party, then you’ll want to look into Baltimore party bus rentals. These vehicles are perfect for transportation for large groups. You can rent a party bus for the whole night or just for a few friends, and enjoy the ride with style. There are many factors to consider when renting a party bus, including the number of passengers and length of rental.




You can hire a party bus rental in Baltimore for any occasion. From kids’ parties to homecoming dances, you’ll find a party bus that suits your needs. There are also party bus rentals available for corporate events, sporting events, and concerts. You can even rent a party bus for a prom.




When choosing a party bus rental in Baltimore, take into consideration how long you’ll need the bus. You’ll want to hire one for the entire day if you’ll be doing some traveling, or you’ll need a party bus for a single night, but don’t go overboard on the price – hourly party bus rentals in Baltimore can add up fast!
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Executive Party Bus




If you are hosting a Baltimore-area party and need transportation, you can hire a Baltimore Executive Party Bus rental company to transport your guests. You can choose a variety of party buses, including those with neon lights, a bumping sound system, and even a smoke machine! This is the perfect way to transport your guests in style and comfort.




An Executive Party Bus rental in Baltimore offers a comfortable ride with a high-tech bar area and plenty of space for dancing. The bus also features a large dance floor and iPod docking stations to provide a lively atmosphere for dancing. It also has three levels, including a spacious dance floor and two restrooms.




An Executive Party Bus rental in Baltimore provides easy access to some of the city’s top destinations. The city’s many museums are perfect for a fun-filled day out, and a Baltimore Charters vehicle can take you there in style! Explore the historic sites, view the modern attractions, or listen to live music at one of the many venues available.




Price4Limo




If you’re looking for the perfect party bus rental in Baltimore, MD, Price4Limo is the company to call. This company offers a great selection of party buses and limousines, and their online reservation process is simple. They also provide an email confirmation of your reservation. Their customer service department is also available to answer any questions you may have.




Price4Limo party bus rental Baltimore features a fleet of well-maintained vehicles. Choose from a variety of options and get a free quote. You can even schedule a rental well in advance. You can even request more than one vehicle for your event. Whether you’re planning a wedding or an office party, Price4Limo has a vehicle for any occasion.




Baltimore is a vibrant city with plenty of culture. A party bus rental is the perfect way to take in the sights of the city. If you’re traveling with a group of friends, a party bus rental is the ideal way to travel. These vehicles are spacious and comfortable, and are an excellent way to travel in Maryland.
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Baltimore history focuses on the city’s growth and development. Its population peaked at 950,000 in 1950 and was a major industrial center during the Civil War. During the 20th century, Baltimore became a popular convention and tourist destination. A major fire in 1904 ravaged the city, but the city rebounded quickly. By World War I, steelworks and oil refineries were built in the city. It also gained an intellectual aura due to H.L. Mencken, a well-known essayist and editor of the Sun newspaper. Baltimore underwent a period of urban decay after World War II, but major renovations were carried out in the waterfront.




Baltimore’s population peaked at 950,000 in 1950




Although Baltimore’s population peaked at 950,000 people in 1950, the city has suffered a decline in recent decades. In fact, Baltimore’s population has decreased by almost a third since then. The disparity between the haves and have-nots is vast. A map of Baltimore’s neighborhoods reveals a city that is no longer the same as it was in the 1950s.




It was a major industrial centre during the Civil War




While the North was losing the war, the South was growing and becoming more industrial. In the decades leading up to the Civil War, the Southern states underwent incredible change, which would determine their role in American history for decades to come. Their economy was based on cotton, which was imported by the North and funded by markets and manufactories in Europe. As a result, these Southern cities became the headquarters of some of the nation’s biggest commodities. During this time, the South also opened its arms to the world, welcoming new immigrants and industries to the region.




It was a tourist and convention destination




During the early 1900s, Baltimore was one of the country’s premier convention and tourist destinations. It was also the site of national political conventions. By the end of the century, the city was home to nearly half a million visitors every year. With an expanding convention center, Baltimore hopes to revive its once burgeoning tourism industry.
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It was a border city




Baltimore was a border city, and its border status proved to be a key factor in its survival during the American Civil War. Its location on the Mason-Dixon Line made it a crucial base for Union forces throughout the war, despite being under siege by a mob. Despite the violence, the city remained a safe haven and many Southerners migrated there after the war.




It was a port




During the Colonial period, the Port of Baltimore was a busy center for trade with Britain. It began as a tobacco port and soon expanded to other commodities. Trade with China and Europe followed, and by the late eighteenth century, Baltimore was a hub for trade with both Europe and South America. Later, it became a center for shipping cotton, grain, steel, and pig iron.




It was a city of firsts




There was a flurry of activity in the city’s history in the 18th century. Baltimore was home to the first US Navy ship, the John Carroll, built in 1797. The city was a popular starting point for travelers from the Northeast to the Midwest, and it had a thriving harbor. The city was also home to the first railroad station in the United States. In 1830, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad built the city’s first railroad station. The city was also home to the first passenger train, the Peter Cooper, operating from Baltimore to Ellicot Mills. In the 1830s, Samuel Morse also built the first telegraph line between Baltimore and Washington, D.C.




It had a drug problem in the 1960s




The drug trade was a growing problem in Baltimore in the 1960s. In the early 1960s, gang members like Bobby Wilcoxson were among the most wanted fugitives. He and his partner Albert Nussbaum had robbed eight Baltimore banks and gathered an arsenal of weapons. They also killed a bank guard and set off a few bombs in the nation’s capital. In addition, Baltimore police were taking on draft dodgers and civil rights violators and kidnappers.
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